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In ancient Greek religion and mythology, Pan (/ p æ n /; Ancient Greek: Πάν, romanized: Pán) is
the god of the wild, shepherds and flocks, rustic music and impromptus, and companion of t…
nymphs. He has the hindquarters, legs, and horns of a goat, in the same manner as a faun or
satyr.
Children: Silenos, Iynx, Krotos, Xanthus (o…
Roman equivalent: Faunus

Parents: many variations including: Herme…
Symbol: Pan flute, goat

Pan was generally represented as a vigorous and lustful figure having the horns, legs, and
ears of a goat; in later art the human parts of his form were much more emphasized. He haunte…
the high hills, and his chief concern was with flocks and herds, not with agriculture; hence he can
make humans, like cattle, stampede in “panic” terror.
Author: The Editors of Encyclopaedia Brita…

One of these, called Pan, ruled over nature and pasturelands. He is frequently depicted in
literature and artworks. Although he is not one of the major gods of Ancient Greece, he is one of…
most often referenced figures in Greek mythology. Pan the God of the Wild. Pan is considered to
be one of the oldest of Greek gods. He is associated with nature, wooded areas and
pasturelands, from which his name is derived.

May 04, 2020 · Among the offspring of Pan are: Silenus – The oldest, and drunkest, of Dionysus’
followers, Silenus was usually pictured with the ears of a horse. Lynx – Possibly the daughter of…
Pan and Echo, she cast the spell that caused Zeus to fall in love with Io. As... Krotos – A fan of the
Muses, he invented ...

Pan’s parentage is a bit ambiguous, but, according to most sources, he was the son of Hermes and a
Dryad, whether Dryope (the daughter of the Arcadian hero Dryops) or Penelope of Mantineia. Possibly due
to a name-confusion error, even early authors sometimes make him the son of Odysseus’ wife, typically
keeping Hermes as his father, but sometimes s...

See full list on greekmythology.com

PAN was the son of the messenger god Hermes. As the Greek god of the mountainside,
sheep and goats’ pastures, he was a goat-horned and goat-legged creature. Pan was…
primarily associated with Acardia, the mountainous state in central Peloponnese. He was playful
and energetic but very irritable, especially if disturbed during his afternoon nap.

Pan is one of the most mysterious Greek gods, whose origins stretch back before those of the
Olympian deities and whose province is less clear. He is the pastoral, goat-footed god of nature,...
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